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Again the men got out. Another volley, and they slipped
to the ground. But the Ethiopians dared not approach.
.There might be more men in the tank, they thought.
A third tank came up and in a businesslike manner the
driver got out to fix chains on one of the others. His
machine-gunner was meant to cover him, but the guns were
fixed in a traverse of 15° pointing in the wrong direction.
The driver fell dead : they think that they wounded the
machine-gunner, I don't know how.
Many of the Somalis in the lorries were shot down as they
tumbled off them into cover. A wicked fire out of the bush
mowed them through before they could use their guns.
The Habash is the master of the Somali any day.
Both fled.
The Somalis, because the invincible tanks had been
conquered; the Habash because the incomprehensible had
happened and, master-key to the Ethiopian morale, their
leader lay on the ground. Picking him up carefully, they
bolted back to Daggahbur.
It was a victory that left the Ogaden once more to the
hyaenas and the vultures. It was the end of Graziani's
Ogaden offensive, though at that time I thought it was
simply an incident in it. The Somali bandas, who had
always believed that tanks could lead anywhere, refused
to move in the Ogaden sector. Graziani's white troops were
then too poor to go ahead, so he thought.
With the wretchedest troops properly armed, he could
have pressed on to Harrar. There he could have lived
on the rich country and smashed the railway. He dared
not. He thought that the Ethiopians were a hundred
thousand strong.
The Italian bodies were mutilated and distributed among
the local Ogaden. The machine-gunner who could not
drive the tank died of starvation and thirst after three days
of the sour camePs water of the Ogaden.
No one knows what happened to a fourth tank, which
the Ethiopians said with alarm was bigger and had a cannon.
The other tanks lay on their hill a fortnight.
Stokes, a young Englishman of the Bible Churchman's
Mission, drove a Red Cross lorry down past Anale and picked
up Ethiopian wounded. They turned on him and tried
weakly to kill him, thinking him an Italian, but he brought

